2001 honda accord starter relay location

Click to see full answer People also ask, where is the starter relay on a Honda Accord? One may
also ask, where is the fuel pump relay? The fuel pump relay is an electronic component that is
found on virtually all vehicles equipped with an internal combustion engine. It is often found in
the fuse box located in the engine bay and functions as the primary electronic switch that
controls power to the fuel pump. On most Honda Accords, the Main Relay is located on the
dash on the drivers hand side usually to the left of the steering column. Some are located to the
right of the column. Most car owners take their engine for granted until there is an issue with it.
The car can't stay running for long periods of time. If the car cranks and then dies almost
immediately after, then the main relay may be to blame. The Check Engine Light is on. Listen for
a click when the relay is energized. Check the energized condition of the relay contacts. Use a
digital multimeter DMM to test the resistance between each pole of the relay and the
corresponding NC and NO contacts for that pole. All NC contacts should read infinite resistance
to the corresponding pole. The main relay is a device that opens and shuts the fuel system, and
in most cars it also opens and shuts the ignition system. A common main relay problem is that
the car doesn't start if the interior of the vehicle gets hot. This is generally because of poor
solder application at the time of manufacture. The starter relay is in the fuse box located below
the dash. You have to remove the surrounding panel around the fuse box to see the relay. It is
mounted to the side of the car under the dash, right above the handle that you pull to open the
hood. My 96 Civic LX is doing the same thing. How to Replace the Main Relay in a Honda
Accord Verify that the problem doesn't stem from the fuel pump, ignition or any other source.
Disconnect the battery and find the main relay. Pull the main relay from its location. Unplug the
Honda Accord's relay from the main relay socket, which is the base connected to the wiring. If
the relay is faulty , it will not provide the power with the fuel system needs, and if the car gets
no fuel, the car will not start. Although there can be countless other factors, much more
common, preventing the engine from starting, there can be times when the main relay proves to
be the problem. Re: Accord LX Fuel Pump Relay It is located underdash and between the
steering column and the heater unit close to steering column. There are 7 wires connected to
the bottom the the relay. The main relay in a vehicle controls the fuel pump and supplies power
to the injectors. Knowing how to test a Honda main relay can help you better pinpoint the cause
when an electrical issue arises. It will be attached to a metal bracket. This ground triggers one
of the PGM - FI internal relays that sends battery voltage to the fuel pump for two seconds to
pressurize the fuel system. Remove the screw securing the fuse panel cover and remove the
cover. Reach to the top-right corner of the fuse panel to locate the turn signal relay. Push the
new relay into place until the tabs click on the sides to lock it in place. This switch shuts off the
fuel pump in the event of a collision. Once the switch has been tripped, it must be reset
manually in order to start the engine. The inertia switch is located on the toe-board, to the right
of the transmission hump, in the passenger-side footwell. Where Is the Fuel Pump Fuse?
Locating and identifying fuses may not be as easy as it sounds. Most automotive manufacturers
have standard fuse locations. The power distribution boxes and fuse panels are generally
located under the hood and under the dashboard, which makes finding their locations fairly
easy. Basically you have voltage directly from the battery to the fuel pump , even with the
engine turned off. You could use a jumper assembly with a toggle switch to manually turn on
and turn off the fuel pump. A Check Engine light will normally be observed as well. Low fuel
pressure: A fuel pump moves fuel from the fuel tank, through the fuel filter, and to the engine to
be burned in the engine cylinders. If the fuel pump or filter begins to fail, lower than specified
fuel pressure may cause various symptoms. The main relay is basically a switch that turns the
fuel pump on. If the relay fails, the fuel pump won't turn on and there won't be any fuel pressure
to check. If the relay is good and fuel pump is bad, then there will be no fuel pressure to check
either. Of the two, the relay is much easier to get to. Where is the fuel relay on a Honda Accord?
Category: automotive road side assistance. It is about half the size of a box of cigarettes and
has about six wires in two rows on the under side of the relay. How do you check a relay? What
is a main relay? Where is the starter relay on a Honda Accord? Where is the starter relay located
on a Honda Civic? How do you remove main relay from Honda Accord? Verify that the problem
doesn't stem from the fuel pump, ignition or any other source. How much is a Honda main
relay? What can a bad main relay cause? Where is the fuel pump relay on a 94 Honda Accord?
What does the main relay do in a Honda? Where is the main relay on a 94 Honda Accord? How
do you change a relay on a Honda Accord? Locate the fuse panel just beneath the dashboard
on the driver side of the car. Where is the fuel pump reset button? Where is the fuel fuse? Can
you bypass fuel pump relay? When I push the gas pedal nothing happens? Is it the fuel pump or
the relay? Similar Asks. Popular Asks. The Honda Accord Main Relay can cause you major head
aches when it goes bad. It can leave you high and dry at the most inconvenient time or place.
Not only have I seen go bad myself on numerous occasions, but I hear about this a lot on other

Honda vehicles! When it goes bad, one of the main solder joints inside the relay gets old and
deteriorates and prevents contact which will not allow power to travel through the Main Relay
out to vital components under the hood which will prevent your Honda Accord from starting.
For example, your Honda Accord starts great in the morning, drive around town, stop a the
grocery store or the gas station and the vehicle no longer starts up after a hot soak. When this
happens, the engine will crank over because the starting circuit is still good, but the Idle Air
Control Valve, Fuel Injectors and Fuel Pump will not have battery voltage because of this bad
Main Relay. This will obviously prevent your Engine from getting fuel in your Honda Accord and
will result in your no start condition. On most Honda Accords, the Main Relay is located on the
dash on the drivers hand side usually to the left of the steering column. Some are located to the
right of the column. This Main relay is very easy to replace yourself. It is usually clipped in and
or held in place by one or two screws 10 mm screws or nuts. Main relay location On most
Honda Accords, the Main Relay is located on the dash on the drivers hand side usually to the
left of the steering column. Updated: January 31, Climb into your car. Buckle up for safety. Turn
the key in the ignition andâ€¦ nothing. Nothing but a click. Could be a dead battery. But since
the dash lights and the radio and the headlamps seem to be working, maybe something else is
the culprit. Relay vs. When you turn the key to start your car, you are activating the ignition
switch. Like most of the switches in your vehicle, the ignition switch controls only a
low-powered signal, in this case to start the engine. But the starter itself requires a lot of power.
Certainly more than the tiny wires running to the ignition switch can handle. The starter is
tasked with the job of getting the internal parts of the engine turning, and that requires a lot of
torque, thereby requiring more power. So automakers insert a device that enables a low-power
signal to trigger a high-power signal. That way, a big job like starting an engine can be enabled
by a small switch. Both a relay and a solenoid are devices that receive a low-power signal as a
trigger to close or sometimes open a much larger circuit with more power. Now the terms relay
and solenoid are often used interchangeably and there is a lot of confusion about which is
which. Hopefully we do not add to the confusion. So, in that manner the terms are often used in
place of one another. Because of its construction and manner of operation, a solenoid is usually
capable of switching a higher current than a relay. Still, one person might refer to a starter relay
and another to a starter solenoid. Further muddying the water, these devices are located in
different places on different vehicles. And some manufacturers use both a relay and a solenoid
in the ignition system. In that case, the relay will trigger the solenoid. Signs of a bad starter
solenoid. Because it is more common to run into problems with the starter solenoid than with a
plug-in relay, for our purposes we will focus on symptoms related to the solenoid. Consider
these possible signs of a failing or bad starter solenoid when you turn the key:. Nothing
happens. If you engage the ignition and it does nothing, there are a number of problems that
could account. One possibility is the solenoid. This could mean that the solenoid is trying to
engage but that the internal components are stuck and unable to work properly. But a faulty
solenoid that fails to make adequate electrical contact inside can also produce this tell-tale
sound. If the starter engages but does not disengage when you let go of the key , the solenoid is
likely bad and the starter may suffer significant damage as a result. Intermittent operation can
be a sign of a failing starter solenoid. Other issues that present like a bad solenoid. Problems
that might cause your car to act like it has a bad starter solenoid can include:. Bad battery - If
the battery voltage is low it will be unable to provide enough power to start your engine. Blown
fuse - Sometimes the simplest explanation is the best one. A blown fuse in the starter circuit
could be the cause of a no-start problem. Broken or corroded wiring - Damaged or dirty wires to
the battery or to the starter solenoid or wires that are loose can prevent sufficient power from
reaching the starter. It also recharges the battery. If the alternator is bad, the battery may not be
capable of starting the engine. Starter - Some solenoids are mounted to the starter, but some
are located directly inside the starter housing. When this is the case, it may be necessary to
replace the entire starter when the solenoid goes bad. Sometimes the starter itself is the
problem. Electrical issues can be annoying and inconvenient. They can also be hazardous and
can cause damage. If you run into symptoms of a bad starter relay or solenoid with your car,
truck, or SUV, make sure to have a trusted tec
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hnician to diagnose the specific problem. View All Posts Next Previous. Solenoid When you
turn the key to start your car, you are activating the ignition switch. Signs of a bad starter
solenoid Because it is more common to run into problems with the starter solenoid than with a
plug-in relay, for our purposes we will focus on symptoms related to the solenoid. Other issues

that present like a bad solenoid Problems that might cause your car to act like it has a bad
starter solenoid can include: Bad battery - If the battery voltage is low it will be unable to
provide enough power to start your engine. This article is intended only as a general guidance
document and relying on its material is at your sole risk. This reservation of rights is intended
to be only as broad and inclusive as is permitted by the laws of your State of residence. Tags:
Electrical System. Get Quote. Thank you for your quote request. A representative will get back
to you shortly. For immediate assistance please call.

